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This paper proposes a general equation to assess the crack inclination upper threshold when non-periodic tex
tures characterise masonry walls. The proposed formulation introduces the computation of the frictional resis
tance at the macro-block interface by evaluating two masonry quality indexes, i.e., vertical and horizontal lines
of trace. The proposed equation is adopted in conjunction with a macro-block limit analysis formulation in which
the failure mechanism is parametrised and formulated according to the upper bound limit analysis theorem,
coupled with a heuristic solver that is able to minimise the load multiplier and identify the geometry of the
associated macro-block. The proposed analytical model is verified in a number of case studies by comparing
advanced DEM simulations and numerical results arising from the literature.

1. Introduction
Given its important role for economies and societies, the assessment,
preventive conservation and maintenance of historical masonry struc
tures continue to stand as major priorities of the overall political strategy
at the European level. In this context, the earthquake protection of
historical masonry structures assumes particular relevance because of
their non-negligible seismic vulnerability. The tangible and intangible
value of this type of ancient buildings is further enhanced by the art
works located therein, such as sculptures, paintings and frescos, among
others. This means that when a disaster involves historical centres, it is
likely that buildings, as well as artworks, are damaged, producing: i) a
physical loss of artistic and historical materials; ii) an immaterial loss of
memory and cultural identity for the people to whom that legacy “be
longs”; and iii) difficulties in the action of the Civil Protection in
assisting the population affected by the disaster [1–3].
In this regard, to preserve historical masonry structures, several re
searchers focused on implementing advanced computational modelling
strategies. The overall classification of these tools is mainly made be
tween numerical and analytical approaches [4–7].
Numerical approaches are typically implemented in the Finite
Element Method (FEM) [8–14] or Discrete Element Method (DEM)
[15–21] framework. Such approaches model the masonry material using

different representation scales, i.e., equivalent continuum, macroblocks, or discrete representations. FEM allows more versatile applica
tion as masonry can be represented either through a homogeneous
equivalent media (designated macro-modelling) or by a discrete repre
sentation of units and joints (designated as simplified micro-modelling)
[10,22]. DEM is well suited for masonries (both dry- and mortared joints
[23–25]), and focuses on non-homogeneous material representations.
The computational procedure of DEM provides a great advantage to
consider the complex geometrical features of masonry in the structural
analysis [25–27]. Typically, in a DEM-based discontinuum analysis,
masonry constructions are represented via a system of distinct poly
hedral blocks that can interact based on the point contact hypothesis
[28,29]. The mechanical interaction among adjacent blocks is formu
lated through the prescribed contact stress-displacement laws with
different linear or nonlinear behaviour. Rigid and/or deformable blocks
may be used depending on the research question and the expected
outcomes from the numerical model, also considering a compromise
between computational cost and accuracy. As shown by various studies
in the literature, DEM offers a wide range of solutions to simulate regular
and irregular, discontinuous medium subjected to quasi-static, dynamic,
or coupled thermo-mechanical loadings from mesoscale to macro-scale
[26,30–33].
Nonetheless, in addition to the significant amount of data needed to
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characterise the nonlinear response of materials, the analysis can be
time-consuming and computationally expensive, particularly when the
objective is to estimate the ductility level of the structure (as required in
design codes for performance based seismic assessment). Furthermore,
despite their reliability, the computational efficiency of the available
numerical methods is rarely compatible with the need to have a rigorous
real-time post- or pre-earthquake assessment [34]. Hence, several
research groups have been developing alternative modelling approaches
and practical tools to decrease the computational cost of nonlinear static
and dynamic analyses [35–38].
When a disaster happens, the structural safety assessment of a huge
number of constructions, including building aggregates, churches and
other monuments, must be performed in a short time. In addition, most
professionals lack the necessary knowledge to use adequately advanced
simulation tools. Finally, the requirements of using these advanced tools
are, often, not in line with the available time and budget. Therefore,
despite the extraordinary computational power available thanks to state
of the art CPU processors and advanced software, often structural en
gineers adopt analytical approaches based on limit analysis (LA) theo
rems. These have the great advantage of requiring only a few material
properties but, inevitably, rely on a very simplified material model
[39–43]. In literature, LA has been formulated at both macro and micro
scales. Micro LA formulations account for a unit by unit description with
an introduction of interfaces that represent masonry joints. In Livesley
[44], a formal procedure for finding the limit load of any structure
formed from rigid blocks is given. In this formulation, the limit of the
shear force at a block interface was computed according to Coulomb’’s
friction theory. In Ferris and Tin-Loi [45], the computation of the load
multiplier of discrete rigid block systems, characterised by frictional
(non-associative) and tensionless contact interfaces, was formulated and
solved through a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints
(MPEC). Similarly, in Gilbert et al. [46], a simple iterative procedure
which involves the successive solution of linear programming subproblems is adopted. Recently, several research groups proposed cus
tomised computer program interfaces, which can also account for 3D
rigid block assemblages [47,48].
One can note that micro LA requires unit by unit representation,
which is still a challenging task, particularly when non-periodic or
rubble masonry patterns affect the behaviour of structures under
investigation. For this reason, macro LA is considered as a practical and
useful tool for the rapid and engineering assessment of the collapse load
of masonry structures [49], and national and international standards
suggest its use [50]. In this framework, following post-earthquake
damage surveys carried out after the Irpinia and Syracuse earthquakes
in Italy, an abacus of local failure mechanisms was compiled [51]. Thus,
algorithms able to find the most reasonable collapse mechanisms into
user-defined analysis routines have been implemented [52–56]. In
Fortunato et al. [57], a numerical procedure for the LA of 2D masonry
structures subject to arbitrary loading was developed. Similarly, in the
framework of LA methods, other authors have proposed meta-heuristic
approaches (i.e., Genetic Algorithms) as a tool to explore the value of
loads associated with considered collapse mechanisms [58]. In Casa
pulla et al. [53], a simplified procedure for the prediction of the collapse
load and the failure mechanism of in-plane loaded masonry walls was
proposed by taking into consideration frictional resistance. Recently
another study upgraded this procedure in order to account for the actual
frictional resistance [59]. However, the adopted formulation accounts
only for regular masonry patterns.
Indeed, the literature survey underlines the lack of macro LA
formulation accounting for non-periodic or rubble masonry patterns.
This is mainly due to the difficulties in evaluating the actual frictional
resistance generated when irregular patterns affect masonry walls. The
most rational solution to cover this gap is to refer to studies developing
geometric masonry quality indexes to assess the quality of the masonry
arrangements [60]. Some of these studies found useful correlations with
the mechanical parameters [61], such as compressive strength, shear

strength and elastic modulus. However, no studies correlate such quality
indexes with the actual capacity of the irregular masonry pattern to
produce in-plane frictional resistance.
In order to address this knowledge gap, the present study aims to
implement and validate a new theory for the computation of the fric
tional resistance involved in the in-plane sliding-rocking mechanism
suitable for non-periodic and rubble masonry textures. The proposed
theory is integrated within the framework of the upper-bound theorem
of LA [55,59], with the methodology detailed next:
Develop a general equation to assess the crack inclination upper
threshold that characterises masonry patterns when the structures
are affected by the in-plane sliding-rocking failure mechanisms.
Implement the macro-block LA formulation within a Rhino 3D +
Grasshopper [62,63] plugin. As an output, the tool provides the
horizontal load multiplier and the geometry of the failure
mechanism.
The results obtained by the macro-block LA are validated against a
detailed DEM model. Horizontal load multipliers are compared with the
expected failure mechanism for several wall configurations.
The novelties of the study are twofold: i) identification of a frictional
resistance law that accounts for non-periodic masonry patterns; and ii)
definition of a general procedure that guides practitioners from the in
spection to the assessment of the seismic capacity of masonry buildings
by using macro-block LA.
The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents the macro-block
LA formulation for in-plane sliding rocking mechanism. In Section 3
the proposed formulation to compute crack inclination upper threshold
is analytically developed. Section 4 integrates the proposed formula
within a macro-block upper bound LA formulation. Section 5 describes
the DEM adopted as a reference for the validation of the LA tool. Section
6 is devoted to validate the formulation through real and artificial case
studies. Finally, relevant conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Overview of existing macro-block formulation for the inplane sliding-rocking failure mechanism
The in-plane sliding-rocking failure mechanism of unreinforced
masonry structures, through macro-block LA, has been extensively
investigated in the literature [53,55,59,64].
Fig. 1 shows an assemblage of dry rigid units with the same di
mensions and arranged with a regular bond type. Regarding the portion
of masonry involved in the mechanism, the macro-block model is based
on the assumption that the failure is defined by a crack line with an
inclination equal to αc , which separates the structure into macro-blocks.
Once the sliding-rocking mechanism is pre-defined, the equation of
equilibrium can be formulated by means of the virtual work principle in
which the only unknown is the horizontal load multiplier. The external
virtual work contains both the overturning as well as the stabilising
works performed by the inertial forces, whereas the internal work is
derived from the friction force at contact interfaces (Fig. 1):
δWext = λ⋅WOBC ⋅δO,OBC − WOBC ⋅δS,OBC
δWint = Freal ⋅δS,f

(1)

where WOBC is the inertial force arising from the self-weight of the
macro-block OBC, δO,OBC and δS,OBC are the virtual overturning and
stabilising displacements of the centre of gravity of the macro-block, and
Freal is the frictional resistance generated by the wall. The formulation
reported in Eq. (1) may be easily generalised to account for possible
overload and a transverse façade that collapses out-of-plane; in this case,
the reader can refer to [35,59].
Regarding the internal work, it is worth remarking that the evalua
tion of the frictional resistance is not an easy task for masonry consti
tuted by a regular or a non-periodic masonry pattern since it is difficult
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Fig. 1. Kinematic description of the sliding-rocking mechanism for an in-plane shear wall.

to estimate the number of active sliding interfaces along the generic
crack. When pure sliding occurs, the frictional resistance may be easily
computed accordingly to Coulomb’s law as the product weight of the
triangle OAB by the frictional coefficient μ [59], where the OAB is the
macroblock identified by the maximum admissible crack line orienta
tion. However, failure mechanisms often involve mix-mode slidingrocking with consequently uplifting of the blocks that reduce the num
ber of the bed joints in full contact. In order to take into consideration
this phenomenon and to compute the actual frictional resistance, a
proposal was made in Casapulla et al. [59] to compute the actual value
of the frictional resistance for the moving part of the wall as a weighted
value as a function of the inclinations of the crack line. This is given by:
(
)
αc
Freal = WOAB ⋅μ⋅ 1 −
(2)

3. Frictional resistance definition for different masonry
typologies
It is worth noting how, despite the good accuracy of both horizontal
multiplier and geometry of the failure mechanisms, the analytical
formulation defined in Eqs. (1)–(5) may only be adopted for regular
assemblages of same size units, strongly limiting the field of applications
of the macro-block LA.
In order to make the aforementioned analytical formulation suitable
for masonry walls composed of non-periodic patterns, the contribution
arising from the definition of the frictional resistance must be refor
mulated. The challenge is to avoid Eq. (4) dependency on the block
aspect ratio and propose a procedure based on the inspection of a
representative masonry pattern window (RMPW) to define specific
masonry quality indexes that serve as engineering parameters to define
the crack inclination upper threshold αb for different masonries, i.e.,
from regular to rubble.

αb

with:
WOAB =

(H − ZO )2
⋅tan(αb )⋅tw ⋅γ
2

(3)

Remark 1. It is well known that to characterise/classify masonry patterns,
one can focus on the definition of RMPW and compute masonry quality in
dexes and find their correlation with specific properties of the masonry macro
behaviour [60,61].

where tw is the thickness of the in-plane wall, and γ is the specif weight of
the masonry, αc is the actual crack inclination and αb is the crack
inclination upper threshold (which depends on the geometry of the
block, see Fig. 1):
v
tan(αb ) =
h

3.1. Regular and non-regular coursed squared masonries

(4)

Fig. 2 represents two in-plane shear walls constituted by regular or
non-regular coursed squared masonries, subjected to horizontal inertial
forces generating the sliding-rocking mechanism. The blue traced lines
represent the identification of the crack inclination upper thresholds. In
order to compute αb , one has to compute the sums of the horizontal and
vertical lines defined by the blue polyline, respectively and perform
their ratio:
∑nc
vi
tan(αb ) = ∑ni=1
(6)
c
h
i=1 i

Here, v and h are half-width and height of the unit blocks, respectively.
Hence, the horizontal load multiplier can be evaluated by equating
external and internal virtual work and solving for λ. According to the
upper-bound theorem of the LA, the computation of the horizontal load
multiplier requires the solution of a constrained minimisation problem
in which the parameters defining the failure mechanism’s geometry, i.e.,
αc and ZO , are adopted as variables to explore all the panorama of
possible solutions:
minimise :
subject to:

λ
ZO ⩽H
0⩽αc ⩽αb

nc is the number of courses, vi and hi are the horizontal interfaces’ length
and height of the unit blocks traced at the specific course, respectively.
Eq. (6) is valid for both regular (Fig. 2a) and non-regular coursed
squared masonries (Fig. 2b), with the only difference that in the case of
regular masonry, the evaluation of αb only depends by the knowledge of
the unit aspect ratio, since all the units have equal v and h (see Eq. (4)).
Inspired by Remark 1, instead of computing the crack inclination
upper thresholds referring to the entire wall, it is here proposed to refer
to an RMPW and calculate αb accordingly:

(5)

where ZO is the height position of the pivot point and H is the total
height of the wall.
One should note that the parameter ZO only plays a role in case of
overload or the presence of a transverse façade [55].
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Fig. 2. In-plane shear wall: (a) Regular Pattern; (b) Non-Regular Pattern.

∑nc
vi
tan(αb ) = ∑ni=1
c +1
i=1 hi

At this stage, the blue traced line inside the RMPW (see Fig. 3a first
column), can be adopted in order to define a masonry quality index.
Such a masonry quality index (MUR
l ) is the ratio between the length of
the blue line traced only through the masonry joints following the
structured path UP-RIGHT (vUR
l ) and the height of the RMPW (Hw )

(7)

It is worth remarking that, in this case, nc refers to the number of
courses inside the RMPW.

Fig. 3. (a) Graphical interpretations of the lines of vertical trace (MlUR , MlURUL , Mlmin ); (b) Synoptic representation of values assumed by the line of vertical traces for
regular and non-regular patterns.
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reading to:
MlUR =

vUR
l
HW

∑nc
vi
+1
MlURUL = ∑ni=1
c +1
i=1 hi

(8)

where nc is the number of courses, vi and hi are the horizontal interfaces’
length and height of the unit blocks traced at the specific course.
Therefore, by assuming the equivalence between MURUL
and MUR
l
l (see
Fig. 3b) it is possible to manipulate Eq. (10) and Eq. (7) and solve for
tan(αb ):
(
)
tan(αb ) = MlURUL − 1
(11)

However, such a path could be not practical in some cases since it
might require a very wide RMPW to connect the upper and the lower
edges. Therefore, within the scope to make such a formulation more
appealing for real case studies, and consequently taking into account
that in some situations, it is necessary the removal of the plaster in order
to inspect the masonry pattern, an alternative masonry index, i.e.,
following a structured path UP-RIGHT-UP-LEFT, is proposed (see Fig. 3a
second column):
MlURUL =

vURUL
l
HW

(10)

3.2. Rubble masonry

(9)

When the masonry has a rubble pattern, it is not possible to follow a
structured path, i.e., UP-RIGHT-UP-LEFT or UP-RIGHT, since clear
horizontal and vertical joints cannot be identified. Hence, whenever the
masonry pattern appears chaotic, i.e., with blocks having various shapes
and sizes and no evidence of horizontal courses, Mmin
should be adopted
l
in order to generate an analytical relationship between the masonry
pattern typology and the crack inclination upper threshold. To accom
plish the latter, for the specific RMPW, Mmin
is assessed and then adopted
l
to identify an equivalent regular masonry pattern, in which the equiv
alence is defined by assuming a regular pattern characterised by the
same value of Mmin
(Fig. 4). As a consequence, the crack inclination
l
upper threshold defined in Eq. (11), is reformulated by replacing MURUL
l
with Mmin
l :
(
)
tan(αb ) = Mlmin − 1
(12)

Remark 2. MUR
and MURUL
are masonry indexes here defined. When
l
l
regular masonry characterises the structure under investigation, MURUL
pro
l
vides the same evaluation than MUR
as well as that of the lines of the mini
l
mum trace (Mmin
l ), as defined in [60,61] (see Fig. 3a third column).
Remark 3. On the contrary, when the masonry pattern is coherent with
Fig. 2b, the use of the line of minimum trace, will provide a lower value with
respect to MUR
, since the algorithm will search at each node the shortest path
l
to connect the upper and lower edges of the RMPW. Instead, the structured
path UP-RIGHT-UP-LEFT (MURUL
) removes the underestimation generated
l
by the use of the classical definition of the line of minimum trace (Mmin
l ),
providing an assessment very close to MUR
l . Since both paths, i.e., UP-RIGHTUP-LEFT and UP-RIGHT are pre-assigned, when the algorithm has to trace
along the horizontal direction, there is a 50% chance of following the shortest
or longest side resulting in MUR
≃ MURUL
, in the case of an appropriate
l
l
number of courses are considered.

It is worth noting that the equivalence represented in Fig. 4 is
developed considering that the masonry courses are perfectly horizontal
(Fig. 4b), which is the ideal condition for unreinforced masonry struc
tures providing uniform contact surfaces between units.

In order to clarify these remarks, a synoptic representation of value
assumed by MURUL
and Mmin
with respect to the reference corresponding
l
l
to the structured path UP-RIGHT (MUR
l ), for regular and non-regular
coursed squared masonries, is represented in Fig. 3b.
Referring to both regular and non-regular patterns, MURUL
can be
l
defined with the following equation:

Remark 4. According to field and experimental observations reported in
[60], the absence of horizontal joints influences masonry pattern capacity to
generate frictional resistance, reducing the crack inclination upper threshold.
In order to better explain this concept, in Fig. 5 the frictional force is
computed for the same column of material for both a horizontal inter
face and one characterised by an inclination of β. When the interface is
inclined, the horizontal component of the frictional resistance,

Fig. 4. Equivalence between rubble (a) and regular (b) patterns expressed in terms of Mlmin .
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Fig. 5. Computation of the horizontal component of the frictional resistance in horizontal or inclined interfaces.

according to Coulomb’s law, is equal to F⋅cos2 (β)⋅μ, whereas, for the
horizontal interface, it is equal to F⋅μ (Fig. 5).
Referring again to the Coloumb’s frictional resistance generated by
the in-plane wall depicted in Fig. 1, Eq. (3) underlines how αb plays a
role in the numerical evaluation of the frictional resistance. Keeping in
mind what is represented in Fig. 5, in case of inclined interfaces, the user
has to consider the horizontal component of the frictional resistance that
requires the knowledge of the term cos2 (β). Hence, such a term might be
introduced into Eq. (3) via the definition of the crack inclination upper
threshold αb , which his definition is the aim of the present formulation.
In order to take into account the uncoursed character of some ma
sonry arrangements, here, the line of minimum trace (MOl ) is defined as
the ratio between the distance to connect two points located on the left
and right boundaries of a given RMPW, passing only through joints and
the horizontal distance between the two points (Fig. 6a):

MOl =

vOl
LW

(13)

Such a parameter assumes a value of MOl = 1 if perfect horizontal
courses characterise the masonry pattern and MOl > 1 in the case of
uncoursed masonry.
Fig. 6b shows a piecewise linear function pl(l) that is representative
of the traced line across the joints to evaluate MOl , and a continuous
linear function lc(l), which is characterised by the same length of the
piecewise function (vOl = vOl ) and a constant slope which is computed as
follows:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
v2Ol − L2W
tan(β) =
(14)
LW
β assumes the physical meaning of an equivalent inclination of the

Fig. 6. Correction of frictional resistance taking pseudo-horizontal masonry joints orientation into account: (a) Graphical interpretation of the horizontal line of
minimum lengthMOl ; (b) Graphical interpretation of the equivalent interface inclination (β).
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masonry interfaces, and Eq. (14) permits its approximate computation
just by measuring vOl . Fig. 6 also shows how the lc(l) function well
simulates the transformed pl(l)→pl(l), where in pl(l) all the pieces have
the same length as pl(l), but the absolute values of their own slopes are
considered and joined in a continuous line.
One can note that the computation of the slope of each piece (β1 , β2 ,
... βn ) and the consequent assessment of the horizontal frictional
component appear more rigorous from the physical perspective but
inevitably increases practitioners’ difficulties.
Furthermore, the graphical construction reported in Fig. 6b, allows
to define the following equivalence:
cos(β) = LW /vOl = 1/MOl

problem has been mathematically implemented in a GHPython script
[63,65]. The solution is achieved using a heuristic solver based on the
Nelder-Mead method [66] that is able to refine the geometry of the
macroblocks and search for the minimum value of the load multiplier λ
within a few seconds. A schematic presentation of the algorithm is re
ported in Table 1.
5. Brief DEM description
This study uses the discrete element method (DEM) formulated for
rigid bodies to validate the proposed LA framework. The employed
discontinuum-based approach was developed by Cundall [67] and
extensively used to simulate the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour of
masonry structures in the literature for the last several decades [68–70].
Briefly, the numerical procedure of DEM relies on the integration of
translational and rotational equations of motion to predict the move
ments of distinct blocks along with their mechanical interactions with
each other. The numerical solutions of the governing differential equa
tions are obtained using the central difference method, in which the
velocities are evaluated at the mid-intervals of the time step (Δt, t + =
t + Δt/2, t − = t − Δt/2). The explicit formulation of the equations of
motion (written for the centre of mass of an undamped rigid body) is
given in Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), respectively for translation and rotation.
Note that each rigid block, indicated by the subscript i, has six degrees of
freedom: 3 translational and 3 rotational in the three-dimensional space.

(15)

Hence multiplying by cos2 (β) or dividing by M2Ol is mathematically
equivalent.
In order to take into consideration the lower frictional resistance
generated by the inclined interfaces, the definition of the equivalent αb
reported in Eq. (12) gets to:
tan(αb ) =

(Ml − 1)
2
MOl

(16)

Eq. (16) can be adopted for all the masonry typologies described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, taking into consideration the following statements:
Ml = Mlmin →for rubble
Ml = MlURUL →for regular and non - regular coursed squared

(17)

t−
u̇t+
i = u̇i +

Remark 5. As previously stated, the procedure implemented above pro
vides an approximation in the computation of β but avoids the complication
of individually decomposing pl(l) in linear pieces and getting the slope of each
piece.

∑

t−
ωt+
i = ωi +

Fti

∑

Δt
m

Mti

Δt
I

(18)
(19)

where u̇, ω, m and I are the translational and angular velocity vectors,
∑
∑
block mass and moment of inertia. Furthermore, Fti and Mti denote
the unbalanced force vector, including the sum of the contact forces,
self-weight, and applied forces, and moment vector consisting of the sum
of moments produced by contact and applied forces, respectively. The
quasi-static solutions are obtained from the given dynamic equations by
adopting Cundall’s local damping formulation [71]. The new velocities
t+
(u̇t+
i , ωi ) are further utilised to update rigid block position and relative
contact displacements (Δun , Δus ). The contact forces are computed via
the linear/nonlinear springs defined in the normal and shear directions
depending on the relative contact displacements (Fig. 7). In this study,
linear compression behaviour (no failure) with zero-tensile strength is
considered to simulate dry-joint masonry behaviour in the normal di
rection, whereas the Coulomb-slip joint model is employed in the shear
direction, requiring initial and residual friction coefficients (μ0 , μres ),
shown in Fig. 7. Through the explicit solution scheme of DEM, contact
conditions are constantly monitored via a contact detection algorithm
based on the common plane concept, explained in [72]. Therefore,
possible failure modes such as joint opening, sliding, and total contact
loss are captured during the analysis.

Remark 6. According to Fig. 5, the weight of the material column also has
a parallel component to the interface, i.e., F⋅sin(β), that increases or de
creases the actual frictional resistance component to the horizontal inertial
actions, depending on the inclination of the interface. Similarly, the friction
force computed for an inclined joint also has a vertical component that in
turn, may perform stabilising or destabilising work if the slope is positive or
negative, respectively. However, from the practical perspective, and consid
ering any rubble masonry pattern, interfaces having positive or negative
slopes may be considered equivalent in number and length. Consequently,
these two contributions are considered close to zero and thus neglected in the
proposed formulation.
4. Algorithm description
The previous sections described an analytical formulation to quantify
the equivalent maximum admissible crack angle for different masonry
typologies. The following section reports the detailed description of the
algorithm to calculate the horizontal load factor and the corresponding
failure mechanism.
After a visual inspection, the user can take a picture of the RMPW and
perform its vectorisation within a software CAD. Once identified the
masonry typology, e.g., according to the definition provided in Sections
3.1 and 3.2, αb can be computed according to Eq. (16).
If one refers to rubble masonry, for defining Mmin
l , the user must trace
the minimum distance to connect two points in the up and down edges of
the selected windows, whereas MOl should be evaluated at each pseudocourse, and the maximum value, acting as a penalty factor for αb has to
be selected. On the contrary, if the structure under investigation is
characterised by regular or non-regular coursed squared masonries, the
structured path UP-RIGH-UP-LEFT drives the definition of the crack
inclination upper threshold.
Once appropriately defined αb , the constrained minimisation prob
lem can be solved according to Eq. (5). Such a constrained optimisation

Table 1
Description of the proposed method.
Start
Visual inspection
Identification of the masonry typology
(Ml − 1)
compute tan(αb ) =
M2Ol

if masonry typology is regular and non-regular coursed squared, assume Ml = MURUL
l
if masonry typology is rubble, assume Ml = Mmin
l
Parametrisation of the failure mechanism
Define the equilibrium equation according to the virtual work principle (Eq. (1))
Solve the constrain minimisation problem according to Eq. (5)
Get horizontal load factor and associated macro-block failure mechanism
End
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Fig. 7. Illustration of point contact and defined contact constitutive laws in normal and shear directions.

The normal and shear contact stresses (denoted as σ and τ, respec
tively) are calculated as elastic trials in an incremental format (Δσ =
kn Δun , Δτ = ks Δus ) and added to the previous ones that are updated (if
applicable) based on the adopted stress-displacement criteria. Finally,
new contact stresses are multiplied with the associated contact area and
included in the unbalanced force and moment equations to predict the
new velocities as given earlier in Eqs. (18) and (19).
The time-step Δt is adjusted to ensure numerical stability during the
analysis since the central difference method provides only conditionally
stable solutions. A commercial discrete element code, 3DEC developed
by Itasca, is used throughout this research, which automatically pro
vides a critical time step. Simply, the critical time step (Δtc ) is deter
mined based on the minimum block mass (mmin ) and maximum contact
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
stiffness (kn,max ) in the discrete block system (Δtc = 0.2 mmin /kn,max ).
Hence, the mechanical behaviour of dry-joint masonry walls is
simulated by a system of rigid blocks following the dynamic solution
cycle of DEM, as explained in this section. Next, the applications of DEMbased simulations are presented and compared with the LA.

6.1. In-plane shear walls
These numerical simulations aim at verifying the capability of the
proposed LA framework to predict the geometry of the collapse mech
anism and the horizontal capacity of in-plane shear walls characterised
by different masonry patterns ranging from regular and periodic to nonperiodic. The analysed masonry patterns are illustrated in Fig. 8. Here,
SET-1 is characterised by unit aspect ratio m = v/h = 0.75 , whereas
SET-2 is characterised by unit aspect ratio m = 0.50. Also, case (a) is
regular, case (b) is affected by courses having random heights and case
(c) is non-periodic.
In DEM simulations, the loading condition is idealised in two steps: i)
equilibrium is obtained under gravity; ii) then a lateral acceleration field
is defined, which is gradually increased until failure mechanism is
reached. The mechanical properties utilised in discrete element models
to simulate dry-joint masonry walls are listed in Table 2.
Fig. 8 also represents the selection of three different RMPW adopted
to evaluate the practical engineering parameters needed to apply the
proposed analytical formulations, i.e., Ml and MOl . Finally, Table 3
summarises the values of Ml and MOl for all the simulated shear walls.
In Fig. 9, a comparison in terms of the load–displacement curve be
tween the proposed analytical model and the DEM simulations is rep
resented. The lateral forces, proportional to mass, are prescribed in

6. Validation by comparing LA and DEM results
The proposed analytical model is verified by investigating a number
of case studies compared to advanced DEM simulations and numerical
results arising from the literature. The first step in the validation scheme
involves two sets of shear walls (each set is comprised of three masonry
patterns characterised by an increasing degree of randomness). The
masonry patterns used the generator available in Grasshopper plugin for
Rhinoceros [63]. Finally, three real case studies of churches located in
central Italy have been simulated, and results are compared with those
reported in de Felice et al. [73].

Table 2
Mechanical properties adopted in DEM simulations.
kn [GPa/m]
1.0

Fig. 8. Shear-wall prototypes: SET-1 and SET-2.
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ks [GPa/m]

ρ [kg m¡3]

μ [-]

0.4

2000

0.70
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group of blocks reveals unbounded displacement under the given
loading condition. Accordingly, the ultimate displacement is obtained
based on the collapse mechanism and the associated turning point of the
macro-block. LA results are reported for each representative RMPW
reported in Fig. 8 involving in enveloped results the represented en
velops. The proposed LA framework demonstrates its ability to carefully
estimate the structural capacity of both periodic (SET-1a and SET-2a)
and non-periodic masonry structures (SET-1b,c and SET-2b,c). This
holds for maximum acceleration (or force capacity) and maximum
displacement. Referring to the LA results, one should note that the
loading displacement curves have been simplified with a linear

Table 3
Computation of Ml and MOl for the structures under investigation.
SET-1
Ml
MOl

SET-2

a

b

c

a

b

c

1.75
1.00

1.75
1.00

1.75 ± 5%
1.00

1.50
1.00

1.50
1.00

1.53 ± 7%
1.00

discrete element models, gradually increasing until reaching failure. The
blocks participating in the collapse mechanism are determined once no
quasi-static equilibrium is found in the computational model and the

Fig. 9. Pushover curves, measuring applied horizontal acceleration vs horizontal displacement of the left corner: (a) regular; (b) curses having random heights; (c)
non-periodic.

Fig. 10. Comparison in terms of predicted failure mechanisms: DEM vs Model (a) regular; (b) curses having random heights; (c) non-periodic.
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descending branch. However, for the sake of rigour, the procedure
proposed in [74] should be adopted, where the authors considered the
actual interfaces’ capability to generate frictional resistance during the
loading history.
Regarding the collapse mechanisms, Fig. 10 compares the geometry
of the failure mechanisms between DEM (shaded in green) and the
proposed LA framework (defined as a red triangle). There is an evident
good agreement between the macroblock detected by the proposed
model and the blocks involved in the collapse mechanisms obtained
with DEM. The obtained results in terms of the loading displacement
curves and collapse mechanisms demonstrate the adequacy of the pro
posed analytical model.

and ultimate displacement of the structures under investigation.
Fig. 13 confirms the effectiveness of the proposed analytical model in
terms of the predicted failure mechanism. The proposed model is able to
adequately simulate the crack inclination across the sidewalls, which are
characterised by rubble masonry patterns. In terms of the identification
of the failure mechanism, the small difference between DEM and LA
approaches derives from the fact that in de Felice et al. [73], the authors
only considered the rocking blocks and did not consider the blocks
sliding in the failure mechanism, while in the LA the boundary of the
failure mechanism is somewhere in between the rocking and the sliding
failure line. Furthermore, in the case of the C2 and C3, the LA approach
neglects the presence of the small openings. The investigation of the
openings is out of the scope of this research work and will be investi
gated in future works.

7. Case studies: Churches in central Italy
In this section, the proposed analytical model is applied to three
single-nave churches belonging to the area surrounding the city of
L’Aquila [73]. The churches under investigation are named: Church of S.
Maria del Presepe (C1), Church S. Maria degli Angeli (C2) and Church S.
Maria ad Cryptas (C3). The churches are analysed in a 2D framework,
being the third dimension considered by providing the parts’ thickness
according to the sketch reported in Fig. 11a. Table 4 lists the geometrical
characteristics of the churches, which are schematically represented in
Fig. 11. Furthermore, Fig. 11b-d represents the real masonry patterns
adopted for the simulation, which the authors [73] kindly provided to
conduct the present research work. In the same sketches, the RMPWs
adopted to evaluate Ml and MOl are shown in white shading. These
values are also listed in Table 4. The friction coefficient is taken constant
for all the churches under investigation (μ = 0.57).
The comparisons in terms of load–displacement curves are reported
in Fig. 12, where the pushover curves regarding C1, C2 and C3 are
represented in Fig. 12a, b and c, respectively. The proposed analytical
model and DEM simulations from [63] have an excellent agreement in
terms of both capacity and ultimate displacement. On the contrary, the
Rigid Block (RB) model [73], accounting only for the façade over
turning, always underestimate both structural capacity in terms of force

8. Conclusions
This paper ambitiously presents a new formulation to assess the
frictional resistance adopted in a macro-block LA formulation for his
toric masonry structures, specifically for the in-plane sliding-rocking
failure mechanism. Such an approach takes advantage by the knowledge
of practical engineering parameters, i.e., vertical and horizontal lines of
minimum trace, for computing the frictional resistance in different
masonry typologies. Compared with existing macro-block formulations
for the in-plane rocking-sliding failure mechanism, the proposed
analytical model introduces the concept of RMPW for the definition of
the frictional resistance. Specifically, in [55,59], which accounts for
regular masonry patterns, the single unit blocks aspect ratio is adopted
to evaluate the frictional resistance. On the contrary, when different
masonry typology characterises the structure under investigation, an
RMPW should be identified, and the proposed procedure applied
accordingly.
As a result, the analytical model can provide an estimation of the
lateral capacity of a range of different masonry walls and an accurate
prediction of the geometry of the macro-block involved in the failure
mechanism. A refined DEM modelling has been adopted as a reference

Fig. 11. Churches under investigation: (a) geometrical configuration; (b) Church of S. Maria del Presepe (C1); (c) Church S. Maria degli Angeli (C2); (d) Church S.
Maria ad Cryptas (C3).
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Table 4
Geometrical properties and densities of the churches under investigation.
Façade
C1
C2
C3

Side wall
− 3

− 3

Vert. length

Hor. Length

Lf [m]

tf [m]

hf [m]

ρ [kg m ]

ts [m]

hs [m]

ρ [kg m ]

Ml [-]

MOl [-]

9.95
10.00
10.20

0.75
0.70
0.86

13.30
10.00
9.50

2200
2100
2100

1.40
0.50
1.00

10.40
8.80
7.90

2100
2000
2100

1.18 ± 7%
1.31
1.24

1.18 ± 5%
1.08
1.12

Fig. 12. Pushover curves, measuring applied horizontal acceleration vs horizontal displacement: (a) Church of S. Maria del Presepe (C1); (b) Church S. Maria degli
Angeli (C2); and (c) Church S. Maria ad Cryptas (C3).

Fig. 13. Comparison in terms of predicted failure mechanisms: DEM and RB vs Model (a) Church of S. Maria del Presepe (C1), (b) Church S. Maria degli Angeli (C2),
and (c) Church S. Maria ad Cryptas (C3).
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model for the validation of the proposed approach. Furthermore, cases
of study have been investigated (shear walls and churches in central
Italy), and the results compared with the refined DEM models. The
following points summarise the main findings and contributions of the
paper:
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